
 

Fuzzy Logic launches Soccer Moves

Fuzzy Logic has announced the release of their newest game, Soccer Moves, on iOS and Android. Soccer Moves offers a
new take on soccer games by combining puzzle mechanics and soccer tactics and bringing them to the playing field.

Fuzzy Logic was founded in 2011 as an independent mobile video games and app developer. The company entered the
market with the aim of designing apps and games that are simple to use, whilst also cutting edge in functionality,
appearance and design.

The game is designed to appeal to puzzle games lovers and soccer fans alike. Fans can enjoy the puzzle challenges of
outsmarting chess-like defenders, while the latter can use clever soccer tactics to solve each puzzle on their way to the
professional league.

Strategy is key

Players start as amateurs and build their way up to the international scene, by solving tactical puzzles. Strategy is key, as
you only get a limited number of moves for each challenge. In addition, Soccer Moves challenges fans to pass, run or
shoot their way through the defenders to score the perfect goal.

"This is a very exciting time for Fuzzy Logic. With the new release of Fuzzy Logic's first mobile game for iOS and Android,
we aspire to change the perceived quality of mobile and tablet games, aiming to raise the levels of expectations and be a
truly high end developer developing great games that people want to play," said Jason Ried, director at Fuzzy Logic.

Rendered in 3D graphics, Soccer Moves features defenders that provide not only unique challenges, but also a humorous
take on legendary soccer players, introduced by quirky cinematics. There are also plenty of unlockable equipment kits,
upgrades and special power-ups to aid you on your journey towards worldwide recognition.
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